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Which Box Has Your Attention?

In his book, What Good Is God?, Philip Yancey recalls an amazing moment when the 
future of the people of Ukraine hung on the results of a crucial election. For years, the 
nation had been ruled by an iron-fisted president who used his power to enrich himself 
and his cronies, rather than to promote the flourishing of all the people. As the 2004 
election approached, a reform movement led by a popular politician named Victor 
Yushchenko loomed as a serious challenge to the entrenched party. 

When Yushchenko was suddenly stricken with a devastating illness, foul-play was 
immediately suspected and found to be true. Yuschenko’s sickness was the result of 
poisoning by the herbicide Dioxin, more commonly known as ”Agent Orange.” The 
incident left Yushchenko permanently disfigured, but he managed to survive and battle 
on. On election-day the exit polls showed the reformer with a comfortable lead.

That evening, however, the following report interrupted programming on the state-run 
television network: "Ladies and gentlemen, we announce that the challenger Victor 
Yushchenko has been decisively defeated."  Many citizens sitting hopefully in their 
homes or gathered in public places leapt to their feet and shouted angrily at their 
televisions, while others simply shrugged or hung their heads, resigning themselves to 
more of the corruption and dysfunction that had been the norm. But there was one 
detail – one minor factor -- that the government authorities had somehow overlooked. 

In those days, Ukrainian television broadcasts always included in the lower right-hand 
corner of the screen a little picture-in-picture inset of a person who provided a sign 
language translation of the program for the hearing-impaired. On that night in 2004, a 
brave woman raised by deaf-mute parents, chose to depart from the text being spoken 
on the Big Screen and to stand up against tyranny. In sign language she said: "Don't 
believe what they say. They are lying… Yushchenko is our President!" 

No one in the TV studio grasped what those hands were saying. But, all across the 
nation, hundreds of deaf people took in the message being heralded from that little box 
in the corner. They began text-messaging and emailing their friends. In a short while, 
the news reached a set of courageous journalists who took the message further. And, 
then, the good news went viral. In the weeks ahead, a million people flooded the 
capital city of Kiev, demanding new elections. They wore the color orange to mock the 
evil poison that had not succeeded in destroying the good.  And, in the face of this 
Orange Revolution (as it came to be known), the government finally caved, agreed to 
new elections and, this time, Yushchenko emerged as the undisputed VICTOR. 

Be Part of the Kingdom Revolution



In his famous Beatitudes (and the larger Sermon on the Mount for which they are the 
introduction), Jesus comes to us like the translator in the lower right-hand corner of our 
screen. Christ says, in effect, "Don't trust all you hear and see on the Big Screen of this 
world. I tell you: The news is much better.” 

The current administration of this world is telling you that it is the proud, wealthy, self-
made people who have it all going on; but I tell you that it is “the poor in 
spirit” (those who know how much they need grace), who will be blessed. You’re being 
told that it’s those who manage to live lives insulated from suffering who are winning 
life’s game; but I tell you it is “those who mourn” (who feel life’s pain and stand with 
others in their losses), who find God’s favor. The broadcasts you watch will continually 
spotlight the bold and the brash, as if it is the shakers and takers of this world you 
should emulate; but I tell you that is “the meek” (those who use their power wisely 
and gently) upon whom heaven smiles. 

Don’t trust all of what you hear and see on the Big Screen of this world. It’s not those 
who are smugly satisfied with their own goodness, but “those who hunger and 
thirst for righteousness” (to be aligned with what is right) who will be filled. It’s not 
the Pharasaical sin-bashers, but “the merciful” who will receive God’s mercy in the 
end. It’s not the multi-tasking, diversified, masters of everything who have the heavenly 
lives, but the “the pure of heart” (those who maintain an undivided focus on knowing 
and pleasing God), who see glory. And no matter how often you’re told that you must 
conflict with, conquer or control others or you’ll be nothing, don’t buy it. I tell you that 
“the peacemakers” (those who work to reconcile relationships) are nothing less than 
the children of God. 

Do you believe all this? Do you trust Jesus, who is always here, speaking the truth from 
corner of our screen?  I hope you do, because here’s a sobering and an inspiring reality. 
One day Jesus will no longer be speaking from the little box in the corner. A day is 
coming when Christ is going to fill up and blow out the sides of every screen. “Then 
will appear the sign of the Son of Man in heaven. And then all the peoples of 
the earth will mourn when they see the Son of Man coming on the clouds of 
heaven, with power and great glory. (Mat 24:30) 

When that time comes, no human frame will contain Jesus as he arrives to establish a 
new government and invites his followers to help administrate a new level of justice and 
flourishing across the whole of his creation. Jesus said to them, “Truly I tell you, at 
the renewal of all things, when the Son of Man sits on his glorious throne, 
you who have followed me will also sit on twelve thrones.” (Mat 19:28)  And 
then Jesus adds this: You must be ready, because the Son of Man will come at 
an hour when you do not expect him.” (Mat 24:44)

A big question is: Are you ready? Have you and I truly begun to adopt “THE 
Attitudes” Jesus says are characteristic of those God favors with his presence because 
they are already walking in his way? Take a close look at this list of attitudes we’ve been 
studying over these past weeks. AM I…?



• Poor in spirit – deeply aware of my need of grace
• Mournful – truly present to loss and people in pain
• Meek – gentle and wise in my use of power
• Hungry – aching to be aligned with what’s right
• Merciful – slow to punish and quick to forgive
• Pure of heart – focused on knowing/pleasing God
• Peacemaking – working to reconcile relationships

Which is THE Attitude you know you most need to grow in from that list?  Ask God to 
fill you with his power to live more fully by that orientation. Ask the Lord to give you 
even greater courage to push against contrasting values of the old order. Ask him to 
make the way you live your life part of his Kingdom Revolution. 

Expect to Be Persecuted For It
 
And then, expect to be persecuted for it. In his final Beatitude, Jesus tells us that the 
natural result of presenting a contrasting witness to the present government of this 
world will be to find that world opposing us. The Old Testament prophets and John the 
Baptist in the New Testament were persecuted. Jesus was persecuted. The early church 
was persecuted. The global church today is being persecuted. If YOU are truly living by 
the values of the Kingdom of Heaven, expect to be persecuted.  In fact, if you are not 
meeting resistance from people because you are a follower of Jesus, then it may mean 
you need to check whether you are actually following JESUS. 

Now, let me offer a really important clarification here. Conflict with other people is not 
necessarily because you are living by the Kingdom’s values. Sometimes it’s just a sign 
that you are ignorant or being a jerk. I plead guilty to that description at times, and I 
shouldn’t claim persecution as my problem. Sometimes people will treat you poorly, not 
because of YOUR amazing goodness but because of THEIR appalling ignorance or 
badness. That too is not a case of persecution. It’s a case of living in a sinful world, still 
in need of the Savior. There are too many people these days, religious or atheist, who 
suffer the tiniest insult, opposition, or inconvenience and then claim that they are being 
“persecuted.” There is a word for those people, and it is not saint or martyr, but wimp. 
We should be careful before claiming to be persecuted, especially in light of what many 
of our Christian sisters and brothers are enduring around the world.

When Jesus talks about persecution, he puts it in a very particular context: He says: 
Blessed are those who are persecuted because of righteousness.  (Mat 5:10). 
Which means, because you are so aligned with me. Blessed are you when people 
insult you, persecute you and falsely say all kinds of evil against you because 
of me. (Mat 5:11) And in Luke’s Gospel, Jesus says: Blessed are you when people 
hate you, when they exclude you and insult you and reject your name as evil, 
because of the Son of Man. (Luke 6:22). 

Are you getting the picture? Persecution is the Old Government’s resistance to the 
approach of a New Administration. It is the pushback that sin, evil, and ignorance gives 
on an individual or societal level to the approach of Jesus or a life truly like Jesus. And 



the more you are truly like Jesus, the more your attitudes conform to his, the more you 
will be welcomed and loved by those seeking God’s kingdom and the more you will be 
opposed by those living by the values of another administration. Think about this.

If you are genuinely “poor in spirit” (someone who lives profoundly aware of your 
need of grace and everybody’s need of grace), you are going to be somewhat offensive 
to all those people out there who think that religion or success in life, is about all we 
can earn. If you are one who truly “mourns” your own losses or goes out of the way 
to stand with other people in their pain, you may be branded as something of a Debbie 
Downer or a Wounded Wallower to people who are determined to go through life with a 
Happy Face. If you insist on being “meek” in the way you use your power, you will be 
accused of being weak. You may be tromped on sometimes by people who are not 
gentle or wise in the way they use their capacities. 

If you “hunger and thirst” to align your life with what God says is right, you’re going 
to come into conflict with a lot of folks whose appetite is for a different definition of 
what’s right. If you are “merciful,” some people will say you are being naïve, stupid, 
or irresponsible. In fact, some of the people to whom you show mercy, will actually 
abuse your kindness, and maybe re-injure you. If you are a “peacemaker” (somebody 
who works really hard at reconciling relationships between people and God or between 
people and people), you’ll be attacked sometimes as a meddler, a proselytizer, a 
dreamer, a fool. If you happen to be out there trying to live by these values in a society 
dominated by an entirely different religion, you could get completely ostracized, 
poisoned or even killed for your faith. It’s why we shouldn’t cry too hard or become too 
indignated when somebody chastises us for saying Merry Christmas.  

In one of his books, Eugene Peterson, translator of THE MESSAGE Bible, makes this 
observation: “Eighteen hundred years or so of Hebrew history, capped by a full 
exposition in Jesus Christ, tell us that God's revelation of himself is rejected far more 
often than it is accepted, is dismissed by far more people than embrace it, and has 
been either attacked or ignored by every major culture or civilization in which it has 
given its witness: magnificent Egypt, fierce Assyria, beautiful Babylon, artistic Greece, 
political Rome, Enlightenment France, Nazi Germany, Renaissance Italy, Marxist Russia, 
Maoist China, and pursuit-of-happiness America. The community of God's people has 
survived in all of these cultures and civilizations but always as a minority, always 
marginal to the mainstream, never statistically significant.”
Let me say in closing that if we are to be true to Christ’s calling in this important time in 
history, it is critical that we have the right ATTITUDE about ourselves.  Jesus never 
encouraged his disciples to measure their significance by how dominant or accepted or 
celebrated they could be in the prevailing society. When talking about the influence his 
followers could have, Jesus always focused them instead on the issue of their 
faithfulness and their purity. 

In the text that immediately follows the Beatitudes, Jesus says to his disciples: I want 
you to be like grains of salt penetrating the world’s bland food, or like candles lit in the 
darkness. Don’t concentrate on how many others of you there are. Focus instead on 
how salty YOU are, how visible YOUR light is. Because if you don’t lose your saltiness 



and you don’t let your light get snuffed out, I will use you and people like you to 
transform the tables and rooms of this world. (Mat 5:13-16)   

So, let’s each of us focus on our fidelity and purity, instead of on what everybody else is 
doing or not doing. Ask God today to give you fresh power to really live by THE 
Attitudes – these seven orientations that are such salty, brilliant signs of the New 
Government under which we live. And when it gets hard to live by these attitudes (and 
it will) let’s remember that Blessed are those who are persecuted because of 
righteousness – God favors them, he is especially fond of them -- for theirs is the 
kingdom of heaven.  (Mat 5:10).

Let’s pray together…

Lord, help me be…
• deeply aware of my need of grace
• truly present to loss and people in pain
• gentle and wise in my use of power
• aching to be aligned with what’s right
• slow to punish and quick to forgive
• undividedly focused on knowing and pleasing you
• and working to reconcile relationships…

…that others may see the difference this makes and glorify you, our Father, who art in 
heaven. In the name of Jesus. Amen.


